Testimonials:
CISO 360 Congress
Barcelona - 5-7 July 2017

"The conference was full of expert speakers. You wouldn't want to miss any of them. Particularly on the
Boardroom/ Roundtable discussion (last day), it is like a strategic planning and facing the board of directors,
but with less pressure. Excellent!"
- Irene Corpuz, Section Head - Planning & IT Security, Western Region Municipality - UAE Government

"Thank you, Pulse Conferences, for a great event. CISO 360 combined interesting varied talks with fantastic
networking opportunities, facilitating very interesting thought provoking conversations"
- Dr Jessica Baker, Co-Founder, Socio-Technical Lead, Redacted Firm Ltd

"I found CISO360 Conference a great place to share ideas about current and future problems"
- Sonia Morales, Head of Section, GMV

"Excellent event, opportunity to meet likeminded professionals, sharing risk, worries, tools, best practises with
CISO from other industries sharing same issues, great eye opener, looking forward to the next event"
- Ali Zeb, CISO, MS Amlin

"A very engaging, varied and interactive event. The best conference I have ever attended!"
- David Colbourne, Information Security Manager, Lloyd's of London

"The best speaker line-up of any security conference in Europe!"
- Michael Colao, Head of UK Security, AXA

"Pulse Conferences stand out for being up to the minute with developments and concerns. Fist rate speakers
and an agenda that is total appropriate and informative. Excellent buzz and networking.”
- Lady Olga Maitland, CEO Copenhagen Compliance; Founder, Defence and Security Forum

"The CISO 360 conference brought together a collection world leading experienced security leaders who shared
their knowledge and experience with their peers in an open and collaborative manner under Chatham house
rules. This was complimented with case studies from selected top tier partners and organisations to provoke
further debate and discussion during the talks or later during 1x1 networking conversations. The presentations;
case studies; and strategy sessions were practical and relevant because they were born out real world security
challenges faced by Global CISO’s across multiple sectors. I found the open knowledge sharing; networking; and
presentations were very valuable to either validate existing approaches or provoke fresh ideas by getting a
different perspective.”
- Stephen Khan, Global Head of Information Security Architecture & Transformation, Royal Bank of Scotland

“Interesting exchange of insights and experiences from different companies, sectors, and levels of maturity. An
honour to have been there.”
- Ramón Serres, Head of Information Security, Risk Management and Quality, Almirall

“Pulse organised a fantastic CISO360 conference in Barcelona, which brought together some of the world's
most successful CISOs to discuss pressing cyber security issues and share experiences. The agenda was diverse,
with senior professionals from across the globe sharing their experiences, and great networking sessions were
facilitated by the organisers with good food and flowing conversation. I would highly recommend CISO360 and
look forward to this conference going from strength to strength”
- FC, Co-Founder, Head of Ethical Hacking, Redacted Firm Ltd

“Excellent conference, brilliantly put together. Look forward to the next one.”
- Anthony Young, Partner, Bridewell Consulting

“Top class speeches and presentations at the CISO 360 Congress in Barcelona! Thanks for such a worthful and
enjoyable time”
-Sponsor testimonial, Blueliv

